Stockton Wood Community Primary School

Year: 3

Term: Autumn 1

This card belongs to:

Our topic is:
Our topic in Geography is
Volcanoes!

Term:

Autumn 1

Our question is:
Would you like to live near
a volcano?

Year:
3

Our Finding Out Activity is:
Use a Google search to find out some information
about volcanoes...what are they? Where can they be
found? Use Google
maps to locate a volcano of your choice.
Can you make a fact
map about your
chosen volcano?

At home, you can:

Can you find the answers to
these questions?:

Use Google maps to locate different ?
volcanoes around the world
?
Gather different facts about volca- ?
noes—can you create a fact map? ?
Research different volcanic erup- ?
tions - what happened to the surrounding areas and villages?
Explore and use our key vocabulary
in discussions with your families
Visit the library to find some information books about volcanoes

What is a volcano?
Which is the world’s largest volcano?
What causes a volcano to erupt?
In which countries are the most
active volcanoes?
How many volcanoes are there in
the world?

Key Topic
Vocabulary:

active - hazard - plate - boundary Create a fact sheet about a particu- plates - Richter scale - crust - lava lar volcano
magma - ring of fire - ash - vent erupt - ore - Pompeii - electricity Etna - local - crater - tourist dormant - earthquake - extinct On the internet, you can:
magma chamber - volcanic bomb
Use Google maps to locate different volcanoes around the world

Please read at
home regularly!

Research some of the answers to our key
questions

Mrs Ritchie is reading…‘No one can

Use websites such as BBC Bitesize and change your life except for you’ by
YouTube to watch some videos of
Laura Whitmore
volanoes erupting, and to find out some
Miss Tremayne is reading…‘The Eve
further information

Illusion’
Fletcher

by

Giovanna

and

Tom

What are you reading at
home?

